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Press Release 

September 25th, 2017 

Warehouse TERRADA Releases Logistics Platform  

“MINIKURA PLATFORM-S” in the Spring of 2018 

- Easier introduction of warehousing and logistics system online - 

 

Cloud storage service MINIKURA operated by Warehouse TERRADA has been developing unique and original 

systems for warehousing and logistics since its service launch in 2012, and providing the systems via API to 

companies starting new business and start-up companies. 

In order to support the creation of new business related to logistics, MINIKURA is going to release MINIKURA 

PLATFORM-S by around the spring of 2018. This platform enables new business developers to launch 

warehousing and logistics system online more easily. Information on this platform will be updated. 

Please refer to the following for details. 
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[Overview of Warehousing and Logistics Platform MINIKURA PLATFORM-S] 

◦ Major function 

∙ For enterprises developing new business: deposit, shipping, delivery, stock management, storing, and other 

supplementary works (process including measuring, photographing and writing about items, examining, 

packing, etc.) 

∙ For warehousing and logistics partners: introduction support 

◦ Special feature 

 ∙ Simplified contract (well established procedure and clear pricing) 

∙ Whole process can be completed online (including application, review, signing, etc.). 

∙ Multiple payment methods (credit card, bitcoin, etc.) 

∙ Providing a packaged API to each enterprise enables to develop new business promptly. 

* They will be sequentially released by March 2018. 

 

[About MINIKURA] (https://minikura-logitech.com/) 

MINIKURA is a cloud storage service and a start-ups incubation business by Warehouse TERRADA. In 2012, 

based on the concept that any user can access storage of his/her own from any place, “minikura” 

(https://minikura.com/), a cloud storage service was released, which enables users to manage their storing 

items online. Utilizing MINIKURA API, the original operation application especially developed, MINIKURA is 

offering the original cloud storage service to provide the logistic system to various companies. Also, 

MINIKURA is operating “Start-ups Incubation” business, supporting start-up companies in funding and 

system building, and offering new services with these companies useful for daily living. 

 

[About Warehouse TERRADA]  

Since the foundation in 1950, Warehouse TERRADA has been cultivating better storage techniques and 

making proactive action on the capital investment in order to store and preserve items under the best 

environment. Expanding our business beyond the traditional warehousing, we are currently pursuing the 

preservation and restoration technique to raise the value of stored items and pass it on to the next 

generations. We are also developing a business to create a hub to output the new culture by making a full 

use of our knowledge as a professional in space creation. Our storage technologies for items that require 

high expertise such as artworks, audio-visual media, and wines have been receiving a great reputation by 

each industry. 
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Company Name: Warehouse TERRADA  

Main Business: Preserving/Safekeeping Business and Related Business  

Representative: CEO, Yoshihisa Nakano  

Address: 2-6-10 Higashi-Shinagawa, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo 140-0002, Japan  

Foundation: October 1950  

URL: http://www.terrada.co.jp/  

 

[For Inquires, Press Only]  

Contact: Warehouse TERRADA PR Group  

TEL: +81(0)3-5479-1651 / E-MAIL: pr@terrada.co.jp 

 

[For Inquires about the service] 

Contact: Warehouse TERRADA MINIKURA Group  

E-MAIL: minikura-kikaku@terrada.co.jp 


